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Douglas Shows You more at PACK EXPO Las Vegas
ALEXANDRIA, MN. (September 12, 2017) – For secondary packaging automation, Douglas
Machine’s Pack Expo booth is a show within the show! Check out booth C-2014 and see the
new Vectra cartoner, top load display case packing for pouches and bags, high and mid-speed
wraparound case packing and retail shrink wrap solutions. We provide more to get your product
to your consumers.
About Douglas Machine Inc.
Founded in 1964, Douglas Machine Inc. is a global leader in automated secondary packaging
solutions for paperboard, corrugated and shrink film. The company specializes in the design and
manufacture of case & tray packers, shrink wrap systems, cartoners, sleevers and palletizers.
Based in Alexandria, MN, Douglas is an employee-owned company that has installed more than
9,000 machines in 30 countries. For more information, visit www.douglas-machine.com.
Email Douglas Marketing at updates@douglas-machine.com or visit www.douglas-machine.com
for additional information regarding Douglas’ capabilities.
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Visit Douglas at Booth C-2014 to see how we provide more.
This innovative case packer for pouches and bags is ideal for
loading retail and shelf ready display cases.
• Product infeed, collation and loading in one dual
robotic solution
• Vertical display cases with 1 or 2 product facings
• Flat pack configurations with 2 or 3 products per layer
PRODUCT/SOLUTION
Top Load Case &
Tray Packer

SPEED
25 cases/min

MARKET
Food pouches
and bags

Cartoner accommodates varied size ranges and pack patterns
for frozen, chilled and dry goods food applications.
• New design provides improved carton setup,
smaller machine width, tubeless sanitary frame and
generous accessibility
• Removable carton forming guide ensures consistent
changeover and carton setup
1.

PRODUCT/SOLUTION
Cartoner

SPEED
300 cartons/min
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MARKET
Frozen, chilled, dry
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Contour SPS-60 shrink wrap solutions provide industry-leading
package appearance, efficiency, reliability and durability.
• Film-only, pad, u-board and tray solutions for cans, bottles,
cartons and more
• Single stream and multi-stream capabilities
• Side mounted film stand
PRODUCT/SOLUTION
Shrink Wrap System

SPEED
60 cycles/min

MARKET
Food & beverage

This case & tray packer combines the ultimate in dependable
high speed performance with gentle product handling in a
compact, low maintenance package.
• Delivers smooth performance during case loading, while
maintaining accurate product control

• Accommodates a wide variety of pack patterns
• Runs wraparound and knockdown cases and trays
PRODUCT/SOLUTION
Horizontal Load Case
& Tray Packer

SPEED
45 cases or
trays/min

MARKET
Wide
variety

The flexible Invex® IM brings a high level of performance to
mid-range case packing applications.
• Variety of infeeds and metering techniques for efficient
product handling
• Positive drives eliminate motion lag and inconsistency
seen with air cylinders
• Accommodates large size ranges and pack patterns
PRODUCT/SOLUTION
Horizontal Load Case
& Tray Packer

SPEED
25 cases or
trays/min
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MARKET
Food &
beverage

